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Materials and Methods: In the instance of transit dosimetry, 
the EPID creates a fluence map and converts this to dose 
delivered via calibration of the EPID image using an 
appropriate customised algorithm (Dosimetry Check, Math 
Resolutions LLC), for each angular sector gantry angle. 
The delivered dose is reconstructed from the deposited 
energy fluence in each voxel of the planning volumetric 
dataset CT after correcting for attenuation coefficients.  
Twenty prostate cases treated by VMAT are analysed. 
Treatments are delivered using a Varian 2100CD linear 
accelerator's 6 MV x-ray beam and a Varian 120 Dynamic 
MultiLeaf Collimator. Fluences are acquired on a Varian 
aSi1000 EPID. The Varian Eclipse treatment planning system 
is used to planning RapidArc prostate treatments in a single 
arc delivery. 
Pretreatment patient-specific quality assurance is previously 
performed using local 3% 3 mm gamma criterion to detect 
technical sources of systematic error. 
2D dose distributions, point doses, gamma distributions (with 
3% 3mm criterion), three orthogonal slices through the EPID-
reconstructed dose distribution and DVH statistics are 
estimated from the first fraction of the VMAT treatment. 
Results: Absolute differences of Isocenter Point doses 
between in vivo dosimetry and Eclipse calculation are within 
3% (min 0,6%-max 5,4%). Volume and area in sagittal, axial 
and coronal plane through the isocenter with gamma < 1 are 
reported. . Planned DVH parameters were compared with in-
vivo results: median dose (D50), near-maximum dose (D2) 
and near-minimum dose (D98) in PTV. OAR significant values 
were also compared. 
One case was excluded from statistics because very poor 
match was observed between prediction and measurement 
during the transit dosimetry session. Further investigation 
attributed this to internal anatomic changes and a replanning 
was constructed. 
Conclusions: Gamma passing rate, even if calculated based 
on patient dose grids, has generally weak correlation to 
critical patient DVH errors. Using patient-DVH-based metrics 
VMAT QA allows per-patient dose in vivo QA to be based on 
metrics that are both sensitive and specific. 
In particular, DVH analysis can achieve correlation between 
deviations from calculations and anatomical dose 
measurements. 
Further studies are now required to analyze new processes 
and action levels associated. 
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Purpose/Objective: Several studies comparing Acuros XB 11 
(Varian Eclipse TPS) with Monte Carlo simulations showed 
that Acuros XB is more accurate in predicting the dose in 
inhomogeneous media compared to convolution algorithms. 
Since our clinical experience is based on dose distributions 
obtained with convolution algorithms, it is still unclear how 
Acuros should be implemented in the clinical routine and how 
to interpret the different dose distributions clinically. We 
have evaluated the difference in dose between the Acuros 
algorithm scored in water (AcurosWater: Dw), the Acuros 
algorithm scored in medium (AcurosMedium: Dm) and the 
AAA 11 algorithm (Varian Eclipse) implicitely scored in water 
for various treatment sites with particular emphasis to the 
differences in the dose distribution in high density tissues, 
e.g. bone. 
Materials and Methods: 32 volumetric modulated arc therapy 
treatment plans (5 sarcoma, 5 prostate, 8 thorax, 8 
intracranial, 6 spinal cord lesions) were recalculated using 
AAA, AcurosWater and AcurosMedium and the dose 
distributions to the planning target volume (PTV) and gross 
tumor volume (GTV) were compared. Additionally mean dose 
differences of various organs at risk (OAR) divided into three 
groups (lung tissue, soft tissue and bone) were analyzed. 
Results: The median deviations of the PTV and GTV mean 
dose for all the treatment sites were within 1.3%, whereas 
the deviation of PTV minimum and maximum dose were up to 
37%. Looking at individual plans we observed that the dose 
distribution calculated with Acuros was more inhomogeneous 
compared to AAA and the dose calculated in bony structures 
was generally lower for AAA compared to AcurosWater and 
slightly higher for AcurosMedium. For example the dose 
distribution for the treatment of vestibular schwannomas 
showed a median deviation of minimum and maximum dose 
for the PTV (Dw, Dm) of (-11.9%, -13.5%) and (4.7%, -2.1%) 
AcurosWater calculated a dose higher and AcurosMedium 
lower than the prescribed dose to large parts of the bone 
(Figure1). The median difference in dose to the OARs were 
for lung below (-1.6%, -1.8%), for soft tissue below (-0.9%, -
2.0%) and in bone (2%, -2.2%). 
Conclusions: The mean dose to PTV and GTV showed small 
deviations (less than 1.3 %). However dose calculated with 
Acuros in heterogeneous medium was more inhomogeneous 
compared to AAA. In bone it showed a large difference which 
should not be neglected when changing the dose calculation 
algorithm from AAA to Acuros. The physicians need to get 
used to the more inhomogeneous dose distributions in the 
PTV and an increased dose to bony structures. 
 
Figure 1: Example of a dose distribution for a vestibular 
schwannoma treatment; AcurosWater calculated in bone a 
dose 8% higher than the prescribed dose (36 Gy) and 5% lower 
with AcurosMedium 
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Purpose/Objective: Simulation of biological effects induced 
on DNA by ionizing radiation is an active field of research in 
which the study of ionization cluster size distributions (ICS) is 
a useful tool for calculating the number and complexity of 
